IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

To Office  Bridges and Structures  Date  September 1, 2014
Attention  All Employees  Ref No.  521.1
From  Gary Novey
Office  Bridges and Structures
Subject  Revision of the English J44-14 Standards listed below.
         (CADD M0382)

Electronic copies are available in the following Office of Bridges and Structures standard directory W:\Highway\Bridge\Standards\Bridges and on the Internet:

http://www.iowadot.gov/bridge/standard.htm

This is the revision of the J44-14 Bridge Standards.

Standards J44-03-14, J44-05-14, J44-07-14, J44-09-14, J44-05-11, J44-13-14, J44-15-14, J44-17-14 & J44-19-14 were changed to refer to the J44-46-14 Barrier Rail Standard and the J44-49-14 Open Rail Standard for their Reinforcing Steel Quantities. These standards were previously referring to the J44-06 Standards for these quantities.

Standard J44-46-14 was revised to change reference for the “B” Dimension to the J44-45-14 Standard instead of referring to the J44-06 Standard for this dimension.

Standards J44-52-14 & J44-53-14 were revised to remove the TECHNICAL DATA INFORMATION table and a note was added which refers to Article 4196.01, B, 6 in the Standard Specifications for the Geotextile Fabric information.

For any questions, please check with Stuart Nielsen or Thayne Sorenson.
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